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ABSTRACT
AIM: To report and to discuss our experience of awake craniotomy for the treatment of supratentorial lesions.
MATERIAL and METHODS: We included patients who underwent awake craniotomy for supratentorial tumors between 2007
and 2018. A bipolar stimulation probe was used for patients with eloquent area lesions. The demographic features, presenting
symptoms, comorbidities, localization, histopathology, pre- and postoperative Karnofsky performance status, mean operation
length, mean length of hospital stay, and intraoperative and postoperative complications were recorded.
RESULTS: We included 250 patients (age, 53.5 ± 15.3 years; range, 15–90 years; 105 females and 145 males) mostly with
metastasis (46%). The tumor resection rate was 90 ± 3.6%. Of 30 patients (12%) who experienced an increase in weakness,
26 experienced improvements within three days, and the remainder had permanent symptoms. Intraoperative and postoperative
seizures occurred in three (1.2%) and seven (2.8%) patients, respectively, which were controlled by antiepileptic drugs. Dysphasia
occurred intraoperatively in seven patients (2.8%) but improved in a month. The mean follow-up duration was 31.8 ± 11.9 months
(range, 7–70 months). No mortality was seen during hospitalization.
CONCLUSION: Awake procedures are a good option in supratentorial lesions to avoid the complications of general anesthesia in
patients with a poor medical condition. To obtain maximal tumor resection and maintain a patient’s quality of life, neurosurgeons
should opt for awake craniotomy often.
KEYWORDS: Awake craniotomy, Metastasis, Karnofsky performance status, Quality of life
ABBREVIATIONS: AC: Awake craniotomy, iUSG: Intraoperative ultrasonography, CUSA: Cavitron Ultrasound Surgical Aspirator,
CT: Computed tomography, KPS: Karnofsky performance status, MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging, LGG: Low-grade glioma
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INTRODUCTION

I

n 1886, Sir Victor Horsley performed the first awake craniotomy (AC) to find the epileptic focus (30). However,
earliest evidence comes from archeological data (8). Of
214 skulls unearthed in Peru, trephination was successfully
performed with a healing rate of 55%. Given that these were
performed before the era of general anesthesia, coca leaves
may have been used as local anesthetics (8).
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Modern surgical principles of AC that rely on local anesthesia
with intermittent sedation and analgesia were published by
Wilder Penfield and André Pasquet 60 years ago (10). Since
then, AC techniques have been developed in collaboration
between anesthesiologists and neurosurgeons for the
treatment of epilepsy and tumors in eloquent areas (36).
Although there is a perception that AC should be limited to
lesions in eloquent areas, it can be used to avoid complications
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of general anesthesia when treating supratentorial lesions
(36,37). Furthermore, the instant intraoperative feedback
available in AC is invaluable in helping neurosurgeons decide
when to terminate the procedure.
At our institute, we use AC as a standard surgical procedure
to improve the quality of life of patients with supratentorial
metastases. In this study, we present use of AC for patients
with supratentorial metastases and other lesions.
█

MATERIAL and METHODS

Study Design and Patient Population
We conducted a retrospective single-center study of patients
with supratentorial lesions treated with AC between 2007
and 2018. Although awake surgery is recommended for
supratentorial lesions, it is presented as the first choice for
patients with comorbidities and a Karnofsky performance
status (KPS) score <100 points. Written informed consent was
obtained from the patients before enrolment and the procedure
was explained to the patients using videos of operations.
A preoperative agreement was reached with the patient on
whether the operation would continue if seizures, weakness,
or speech disorders developed. We excluded patients with
severe aphasia or cognitive disorders, depression, psychotic
disorders, and claustrophobia.
Anesthesia Care
All patients were involved in an awake-awake-awake procedure
and received premedication (e.g., a benzodiazepine), venous
or arterial lines were placed in the forearm, and a urinary
catheter was inserted. Heart rate, blood pressure, and pulse
rate (using a pulse oximetre) were monitored for all cases.
The surgical field was blocked with 0.75% ropivacaine
(Ropivacain®, Fresenius Kabi, Bad Homburg, Germany) and
1:200000 epinephrine (3). Remifentanil (20 μg/mL; Ultiva®,
Glaxo Smith Kline, Hamburg, Germany) was available for
continuous infusion if required. An antibiotic (2 g cefazolin), an
anticonvulsant (500 mg levetiracetam or 250 mg phenytoin)
for patients with a history of seizure, and a corticosteroid (8
mg dexamethasone) were administered to all patients before
the skin incision.
Operative Technique
Operations were performed in supine or lateral positions,
according to the tumor location, without using skull clamps. A
disposable surgical skin stapler was used to predict the tumor
location, and CT images were obtained with the surgical staple
before surgery as a low-cost and feasible navigation system.
This method was preferred in the early stages because of the
absence of a neuronavigation system in our clinic. However,
since the system provided later required skull clamp use, the
CT, and surgical staple method was habituated in this group
of patients. Pereira et al. also did not use a skull clamp and
the neuronavigational system in patients with tumors in the
eloquent area (29). Intraoperative ultrasonography (iUSG;
Elegra; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) and the Cavitron
Ultrasound Surgical Aspirator (CUSA) were set up before
standard craniotomy was performed.
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A bipolar stimulation probe (Avalanche® XT, Dr. Langer
Medical GmbH, Waldkirch, Germany) was used for patients
with eloquent area lesions. For cortical stimulation, 50 Hz
0.5 ms biphasic square waves were used, starting with 1 mA
stimulus and increasing in steps of 0.5 mA to a maximum of
10 mA stimulus. The choice of intraoperative neurological
evaluation depended on the anatomic location of the surgery.
Typically, we assessed object-naming or verb-generation
exercises, counting, reading, visual-field monitoring, and
mathematics.
Postoperative Care
We performed routine cranial CT after-surgery and transferred
the patients to the postoperative care unit to be observed
for 2 hours. Patients without neurological or hemodynamic
problems were taken to the ward after a joint decision by the
neurosurgeon and anesthesiologist.
Data Collection
The following data were recorded for patients: age, gender,
preoperative, and postoperative KPS score, pathology,
comorbidity, intraoperative parameter, clinical result, and
complication. We obtained patient information from the clinical
computer registry system, by chart review, and by in-person
or telephone-based interviews.
Statistical Analysis
Data analysis was performed using SPSS 11.5 Windows
version. Mean ± standard deviation and median (minimummaximum) for quantitative variables and number (%) for
qualitative variables are given as described. When the difference
between the two dependent quantitative measurement values
was statistically significant, the Wilcoxon signed rank test was
used because standard distribution assumptions were not
met. The statistical significance level was set at 0.05.
█

RESULTS

Demography of Patients
We performed AC on 250 patients (105 females and 145
males) with supratentorial tumors. The clinical and operative
details are reported in Tables I, II. The mean age was 53.5 ±
15.3 years (range: 15–90 years). The most common symptom
presented was weakness. Patients also presented with
seizure, headache, eloquence deficits (e.g., sensory, visual,
cognitive, or speech), and scalp lumps. The most common
comorbidity was chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(17.6%), followed by hypertension (12%), pneumonectomy
(12%), diabetes mellitus (11.2%), obesity (8%), coronary
artery diseases (5.6%), dialysis (2.4%), pulmonary embolism
(0.8%), hypothyroidism (2%), heart valve replacement with
warfarin use (0.8%), and nephrectomy (0.8%).
Characteristics of Lesions
More than half the patients had right-sided tumors (54.4%,
n=136) and involved the parietal lobe (38.8%), frontal (29.2%),
temporal (16.4%), and occipital (8.4%) lobes and the insula
(6%) and thalamus (1.2%) (Table II). The most common tumor
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Table I: The Demographic Features, Symptoms, Pre/Postoperative Karnofsky Performance Status, and Comorbidities of the Patients at
the Time of Admission

Number of the patients

250

Mean Age (years)
Sex (F, M)

53.5 ± 15.3 (min 15, max 90)
105 F, 145 M

Symptoms

Comorbidities

Mean Pre/postoperative KPS score

n
97
49
35
30
27
25
13
2
44
30
30
28
20
14
6
5
2
2
2

Weakness
Seizure
Headache
Sensory deficit
Visual deficit
Cognitive deficit
Speech deficit
Scalp lump
COPD
HT
Pneumonectomy
DM
Obesity
CAD
Dialysis
Hypothyroidism
Pulmonary Embolism
HVR (warfarin sodium use)
Nephrectomy

%

17.6
12
12
11.2
8
5.6
2.4
2
0.8
0.8
0.8

83.7 ± 10.4 / 88.2 ± 8.9

F: Female, M: Male, COPD: Chronic obtructive pulmonery disease, HT: Hypertension, DM: Diabetes mellitus, CAD: Coroner artery disease,
HVR: Heart valve replacement, KPS: Karnofsky performance status point.

Table II: The Summary of Localization and Histopathological Features of Lesions

Localization

Histopathology

Parietal
Frontal
Temporal
Occipital
Insula
Thalamus

Metastasis
Multiple
Glioblastoma, NOS
Anaplastic astrocytoma, NOS
Oligodendroglioma, NOS
Meningioma
Falx
Parasagittal
Sphenoid wing
Anaplastic ganglioglioma
Cavernous Angioma
Radiation Necrosis
Arteriovenous Malformation
Aneurysm
Hydatid Cyst
Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma of the CNS
Arachnoid Cyst
Solitary Fibrous tumor/Haemangiopericytoma

n
97
73
41
21
15
3

115
10
61
23
17
12
7
4
1
8
5
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

R/L
53/44
39/34
20/21
12/9
11/4
1/2

%
38.8
29.2
16.4
8.4
6
1.2
46

24.4
9.2
6.8
4.8
2.8
1.6
0.4
3.2
2
0.8
0.8
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

R/L: Right/Left, NOS: Not otherwise specified, CNS: Central nervous system.
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types were metastasis (46%) and glioblastoma not otherwise
specified (24.4%) (Figure 1A-F).
Intraoperative Findings
Intraoperative seizures occurred in three patients (1.2%).
One patient had a history of drug abuse. All patients had a
small degree of brain swelling. However, the operations were
performed after administering remifentanil and additional

doses of antiepileptic drugs. No seizures occurred following
intraoperative cortical stimulation. The median operation time
was 90 minutes (84.5 ± 23.5) and the mean length of hospital
stay was 5 (4.9 ± 1.6) days. CUSA and iUSG were used in
22.8% and 26% patients, respectively. Gross total resection
(90 ± 3.6 %) was achieved during surgery.
Neurological Complications
The overall (intraoperative and postoperative) neurological
complication rate was 18.8% (n=47), with the effects being
permanent in 1.6% (n=4). Dysphasia occurred intraoperatively
in seven patients (2.8%), thus requiring termination of
the operations; however, it improved within a month.
Intraoperative arm contraction in three patients (1.2%) also
required termination of the operation. Thirty (12%) patients
experienced weakness in the postoperative period, which
improved within three days for 26 patients; however, four
patients experienced permanent weakness.
There was a significant increase in the mean KPS score from
83.7 ± 10.4 preoperatively to 88.2 ± 8.9 postoperatively (p <
0.001). The mean follow-up duration was 31.8 ± 11.9 months
(range, 7–70).
Tonic-clonic seizures occurred in seven patients (2.8%) in
the first postoperative day. After airway safety was ensured,
cranial CT images were obtained to exclude hematoma or
edema. No pathology was detected on the CT scan. In all
cases, seizures were controlled with antiepileptic drugs and
did not recur. A postoperative hematoma was seen on the CT
immediately after the operation in one patient (0.4%), who
underwent urgent re-craniotomy. Wound healing problems
occurred in 15 patients (6%), of which three required further
operations to treat cerebrospinal fluid leakage. No mortality
was seen during hospitalization.
█

Figure 1A-F: Imaging results of three representative cases.
A, B) A 25-year-old female admitted with recurrent anaplastic
astrocytoma. T1-weighted magnetic resonance imagination (MRI)
showed a large cystic hyperintense lesion. C, D) A 65-year-old male
who underwent craniotomy for glioblastoma was admitted to our
hospital with right hemiparesis. Contrast-enhanced T1-weighted MRI
showed a recurrent lesion. A histopathological examination verified
the previous diagnosis. E, F) A 54-year-old male with a previously
diagnosed as malign melanoma was admitted to our hospital with
dizziness and hemiparesis. MRI revealed a metastatic lesion on
contrast-enhanced T1-weighted MRI. A histopathological examination
verified the diagnosis of metastasis.
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DISCUSSION

The development of effective locoregional anesthesia is a
milestone in the use of AC as a standard operative approach
(9). During the operation, additional analgesia is not needed;
local injection of the anesthetics to the surgical field is often
sufficient (11). Even under general anesthesia and opioid
administration, skull clamp placement can increase heart
rate and blood pressure by 15% and 43%, respectively (22).
Locoregional anesthesia reduces this autonomic response
and provides a stable hemodynamic course (5). The main goal
is to ensure patient comfort while facilitating accurate cortical
mapping (28). However, the AC approach offers many benefits
over classical methods, including having fewer iatrogenic
injuries, the ability to avoid general anesthesia and invasive
monitoring, shorter intensive care and hospital stays, and
lower expense burden (1,4,17,19,26,37).
AC requires administration of local anesthesia (31). The injection sites can range from a specific region in the scalp (or
nerve) to a dispersed surgical field (16). Anesthetic care is performed in one of three ways for AC. First, the sleep-awakesleep technique involves anesthesia while fixing the head
with a skull clamp to perform a craniotomy, but requires that
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consciousness be regained for cortical mapping. The second
choice involves mild sedation to control anxiety and pain while
maintaining careful monitoring (31). Craniotomy and closure
do not require patient cooperation; therefore, deep sedation
can be used in these stages (11). Finally, excluding sedation
and relying on analgesia alone is the fully awake option (i.e.,
the awake-awake-awake procedure). Intracranial pressure due
to hematoma or brain edema or straining during emergence
may lead to neurological worsening, which is imperceptible
until the patient becomes fully awake. In contrast, fully awake
procedures allow us to know the neurological state instantaneously, potentially allowing us immediate management at the
time of worsening of condiditon.
For a successful procedure, one of the most critical factors
is appropriate patient selection (35). There are no universally
accepted criteria for patient selection. However, some
institutions have reported specific contraindications such as
a patient with reluctance, claustrophobia, anxiety disorders,
confusion/somnolence, apparent dysphagia, alcohol, or drug
dependence, chronic pain disorders, restless leg syndrome,
low pain tolerance, morbid obesity, obstructive sleep
apnea, and uncontrolled cough (38). The procedure is not
recommended for meningiomas near vascular sinuses and in
cases where the amount of bleeding is expected to exceed
750–1000 mL (38), nor is it recommended for occipital lobe
tumors and in patients younger than 12 years of age (3). In
1954, Pasquet defined the age limit as ten (27). Although the
procedure is not recommended for patients under ten years
of age (3), it can be performed at clinics with more experience
(21). To date, the youngest patient to have undergone AC was
nine years old (21), while the youngest patient in our series
was 15 years old. Grossman et al. reported that AC was a
safe and well-tolerated procedure for patients older than 65
years of age (15). However, high intracranial pressure should
not be considered an obstacle to AC because brain relaxation
is induced during the procedure (37). A well-known cause of
unsuccessful sedation is hypertension (35), though AC can
also be limited by insufficient pain control, airway obstruction,
emesis, and intraoperative seizures (10). Contrary to reports in
the literature, we do not consider tumor size or location to be
contraindications at our institute (14).
In this study, AC was used to treat lesions in non-eloquent
areas to compensate for the health status and comorbidities
typical of patients with cranial metastasis. The primary tumor
site (mostly the lung) results in high morbidity under general
anesthesia. Therefore, we anticipated that awake procedures
may reduce anesthesia-related morbidity. Indeed, Grossman
et al. performed AC among 90 elderly patients and concluded
that aggressive tumor resection by AC might improve survival,
even in patients with multisystem issues (15). Quality of life,
measured with the mean KPS score (41), increased postoperatively in our cohort, indicating improvement of quality of life.
Prolonged survival and decreased rate of malignant
transformation are possible with aggressive and early surgery
for low-grade gliomas (LGG). Maximum tumor resection leads
to improved seizure control and avoids the development of
permanent neurological deficit (40). Duffau stated that for

patients with LGG with no or few complaints at diagnosis, no
options other than AC are available (12). Awake procedures
also allow neurosurgeons to evaluate the structural and
functional integrity by cortical mapping during tumor resection
(28). Radiologic evaluation and intraoperative motor and
speech mapping during AC are essential tools for achieving
good neurological outcomes with a lower rate of permanent
deficits (13,20,40).
AC was used as a standard surgical approach for supratentorial tumors in a prospective trial of 200 consecutive patients
(37), where brain mapping and new postoperative neurological deficit rates were 97.5% and 13% (4.5% permanent),
respectively, while the intraoperative seizure rate was 5.6%
(one patient required general anesthesia). In another study, AC
was routinely and non-selectively performed for supratentorial tumors in 610 patients (36). Brain mapping was performed
in 511 of the patients intraoperatively, revealing that 115 and
396 patients had tumors in the eloquent and non-eloquent
areas, respectively. Neurological worsening occurred during
brain mapping in 78 patients (15.3%), and 25 patients suffered
from intraoperative seizures (two required general anesthesia).
Boetto et al. reviewed 374 patients who underwent AC and
reported an intraoperative seizure rate of 3.4%, with all cases
resolved by irrigation with cold Ringer’s lactate (6). In contrast,
Keles et al. reported that new postoperative neurological deficits developed in 20% patients despite the use of intraoperative subcortical stimulation mapping for gliomas under general anesthesia (18). Intraoperative seizures, arguably the most
crucial reason for terminating awake procedures, occurred in
three patients (1.2%) in our series.
Even though intraoperative mapping and neuromonitoring do
not always show sudden neurological changes during surgery
for LGG, the examination of a patient’s neurological status
can provide instant data. Given that mapping prolongs the
length of the operation, we chose not to use cortical mapping
or neuromonitoring. Furthermore, negative findings allow for
safe surgical resection, while stimulation close to the eloquent
areas may increase new postoperative deficits (20). Notably,
the permanent neurological worsening rate in our series was
1.6%, which is quite low compared with that of other series
using cortical mapping. In our opinion, neurosurgeons should
rely on neurological examination more than on mapping or
neuromonitoring.
Skin incision, muscle and periosteal dissection, craniotomy,
and dural incision are painful procedures. Touching a big
vessel during tumor resection also causes severe pain (1). In
case pain occurs, the operation should be halted, remifentanillike sedatives should be administered, and continued only
after patient cooperation (7). In our experience, nausea and
vomiting also tend to present when the surgeon enters the
ventricles, so an antiemetic should be used before such
procedures.
Reports in the literature indicate that the use of iUSG increases
the rate of excision (25,33). The apparent benefits of iUSG are
anatomical information support and functional monitoring
(24), making it superior to intraoperative neuromonitoring in
detecting residues of LGG and determining cortical incisions
Turk Neurosurg, 2020 | 5
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for subcortical lesions. Moreover, utilizing CUSA to highvolume tumors can help to shorten the operation time. Tumor
size and accessibility do not limit the use of AC when using
CUSA.
The length of surgery was detected to be 132 minutes
by Sacko et al. for AC with brain mapping (32). Taylor and
Bernstein stated that operating room time was 195 minutes.
Our median operation time was 90 minutes, and it is a quite
short time contrary to the literature (37).
Additionally, the length of hospitalization appears to be
consistently shorter with AC than with procedures performed
under general anesthesia. Blanshard et al. reported a median
hospital stay of 4 days for 241 patients who underwent nonselective AC, while Sanus et al. reported an average hospital
stay of 5 days in their review of 25 patients (4,34). Grossman
et al. also reported similarly short hospital stays for elderly
patients (15). A reason for this reduced length of stay is that
the dysphoria following general anesthesia is typically not
seen in these patients (37). The length of hospital stay in our
series was 4.9 ± 1.6 days, which is similar to that reported in
the literature.
According to Khu et al., a patient’s understanding of the AC
procedure reduces anxiety and leads to greater trust (19).
Cooperation and confidence between the surgical team and
patient is essential for the success of AC (2). Indeed, enhanced
patient tolerance (19,23,39), and lower complication rates
increase the availability of AC, irrespective of eloquent area
involvement (4,36,37).
Limitations
The study has some limitations. An accurate comparison with
general anesthesia-related craniotomy cannot be made based
on this study; this will require a randomized controlled study.
Therefore, the actual effectiveness of the procedure cannot be
determined with certainty.
█

CONCLUSION

Awake procedures can be performed routinely for all
supratentorial tumors to permit maximum and safe resection
without the complications of general anesthesia. Patient
compliance is a prerequisite, and it is our experience that
intraoperative neurological examination offers superior
information to cortical mapping and neuromonitoring. AC is
not only feasible but also causes no additional morbidity or
mortality.
█
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